
Team Summary



Challenge Statement

How might we help lower the barriers 
of entry to adventure travel 

experiences while promoting 
exploration and global community?



Key Research Insights
● How we travel, where we travel to, and our travel purchases are an outward expression of our 

priorities and value.

● Social media has taken over the world of travel - Travel is now about the pursuit of moments 
captured.

● People desire community but it is a significant challenge to provide without making it complicated. 

● People value and want a local experience but everyone has a different idea of what that would look 
like. It provides a lot of challenges.

● People like the idea of travelling light. They are open to the idea of renting adventure travel gear in 
order to not have to physically bring it with them to a destination

● People like the idea of being fitted for hiking travel gear by an expert especially for new types of 
travel/new experiences that require specialized gear and knowledge; makes it accessible to people who 
have never done it

● People are open to renting gear because of the financial savings and hassle free travel.



Final Concept 
Storyboard
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Takeaways

Volunteering element can be 
problematic

People liked the personalized 
attention & expertise

Perks of renting gear

Local experience desired

Adjustments
→ We removed the idea of volunteering because it caused 
too much confusing and too many problems.

→ Made the personalized attention marque to our 
experience

→ Renting gear landed well. We focused our business 
around gear rental.

→ A local experience was desired but  hard to pull of in a 
way that seemed  beneficial to the destination so we made 
it a secondary focus through and brought it in through a 
partnership with Lonely Planet



Micro Pilot Plan



Micro 
Pilot 
Plan



Micro Pilot Experiments 
& Results



Hypothesis: 

People are open to renting adventure 
travel gear

Metric:  

● 190 responses via social media and 
google surveys

Collection Mechanisms: 

● Instagram, Google Survey

Are people 
interested in 
renting outdoor 
adventure gear for 
trips, or would they 
prefer to buy it?

Micro Pilot #1 



Are people 
interested in 
renting outdoor 
adventure gear for 
trips, or would they 
prefer to buy it?

Micro Pilot #1 



52% of respondents 
are inclined to rent 
gear because...

● It is easier to travel on the 
plane without bulky items

● It frees them from having to 
store items at their home

● People who have not tried a 
particular type of adventure 
travel are inclined to test it out

“I don't want to store it 
and I don't want to pack 
it.”

“If it's for expensive 
items that I won't use 
often, like skis, I'd say 
rent.”



Those who prefer to 
buy gear said so 
because...

“I'm not dabbling in the 
adventure. I'm 
committing to the 
sport/activity.”

“I mostly hike, so having a good 
fit with my boots or my pack is 
important. If I don’t have a 
good fit, that can lead to 
blisters or a back ache, so it’s 
worth it for me to purchase.”

➔ It’s personal - Hiking boots, for 
example, are very personal and 
require dependability around the 
exact fit

➔ It is more economical for a long 
term commitment to an activity  
to buy once vs. rent multiple 
times



Are people interested in 
being helped with their 
gear and picking it up 
in the country they are 
traveling to?

Micro Pilot #2 Hypothesis:

Customers will want help with their gear and they will want 
to pick it up where they are traveling to

Metric:

● 15 interviews in San Francisco & San Luis Obispo with 
those 18-35 yo

Collection Mechanism:

● In-person review of concept deck
● Follow up questions about decision



In-Country Outfitters makes outdoor travel accessible 
via our ethically sourced products and our In-Country 
gear rental service. Sustainable travel is good for our 
planet :)

What 
we do



Visit our store
Any of our locations are 
ready with our latest gear 
for your trip.

1

How it works

KEY INSIGHT: The idea of renting gear was appealing to many respondents, 
especially those who were younger and still attending school.



2 Get outfitted
Backpacks to stove kits, 
tents to snowshoes. See 
how it fits.

How it works

KEY INSIGHT: People wanted to rent gear they would not use very                                                                              
often or was difficult to travel with such as jet boils and crampons.



3

How it works

Pick it up there

Your gear selection will be 
waiting at your destination. No 
baggage or delivery fees.

KEY INSIGHT: People were excited about the idea that                                                                                                       
they could pick up the gear wherever they were traveling to.
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How it works

Drop it off there 

When you’re ready, return 
your gear before heading 
home.



Yes, keep me 
in the loop!

Yep, it’s that simple!
Would you like to try 
when we launch?

KEY INSIGHT: 18 out of 19 participants wanted to be “kept in the loop.”



Key Findings  

● Confirmed high level of interest 
in renting gear amongst our 
target market 

● Confirmed target market’s desire 
for assistance with gear rental 
and for picking up rentals 
in-country

● Simplifying the steps in our 
experience helped people 
understand the concept better

Next Steps

● Design ways to help customers 
experience community within 
the store space

● Adjust physical layout of store by 
adding some elements and 
removing others to create a more 
cohesive space

● Update challenge statement to 
reflect learnings



Pop Up Documentation



Research and Prototyping  



Building  



Creating a Multifaceted Experience
 



Launch Day  



Teamwork Makes the Dream Work
 



User Feedback



User Feedback: Viability

“You are taking away one of the 

great pains of these type of trips. 

This is a service I really wish would 

existed.” - Charlie, 30’s

“For sure this would 
get people 
outdoors” -Maria, 
Female, 30’s

“I know so many 

people who would 

use it!” -Adrian, 30’s

● Target users understood the pain point of travelling with large amount of outdoor gear 
immediately.

● People who were new to adventure travel responded to the ease of hassle free travel.



User Feedback: Sustainability 

“Owning less stuff 
is eco-friendly.”  
Carrie, Female, 20’s

“In a world where we all own 
too many material things, it’s 
good to check yourself to see if 
I should rent gear gear instead 
of using it only once.”  -Izzy, 
Female, 30’s

● Target users picked up on sustainability aspects of the business without explicit 
eco-messaging.

● Sustainability was connected to commitment (or lack of) to trying out a new 
activity.



User Feedback: Clarity

“It was a complex 
process- I didn’t get 
it until I got it” -Maria, 
Female, 30’s

“There is a lot to explore- I 
could spend just 20 minutes 
just on the back pack.” 
-Charlie, Male, 30’s“The logistics of 

picking it up is a 
big concern.” 
-Dave, Male, 30’s

● The process is crowded and we need to determine the best way to clarify or simplify it
● The logistics of examining and testing a backpack is the main focus of the pop-up.



User Feedback: Physical Experience

“Integration of the images 
and ground is cool. The 
hero product was 
obviously the backpack 
and that came through 
nicely.” -Maria, Female, 30’s

“Love the floor! Very fun!” 
-Adrian, Female, 30’s

● The immersive images and flooring made a significant positive impact on 
customers physical experience and ability to get into the adventure travel mindset. 



User Feedback: Community

“I like the tags connecting 
the customers.” -Maria, 
Female, 30’s

“The tags are darling. 
Great community 
moment.”  Adrian, 
Female, 30’s

● The luggage tags created an opportunity for personalized community 
opportunities.



Next Steps



Where Does  
Our Launch 
Feedback Lead?

Feedback provided indicated that while the overall concept 
was well-received and filled a clear user need, we would want 
to conduct additional research to determine how to smooth 
out some of the logistical details, including:

● How much customization should be available?

● Where exactly would pickup locations be?

● Where should location choice fall within the experience?

● Should the luggage tags be a curated portion of the 
experience which is handled by the Brand Associate, or 
merely a visual element of the experience that customers 
explore on their own?

● If customers trust the Brand Ambassadors to be “experts” 
what is the appropriate level of choice that can be removed 
as a result of that trust? How much choice should be 
provided?

● More experienced outdoor enthusiasts expressed interest in 
addition to the less experienced customers in our original 
target market. Should we expand our target audience 
beyond beginners to more experienced outdoor explorers?  



What would we 
do next?

To address the questions that came of our launch day 
feedback, we’d want to design a set of additional micro pilots 
to explore:

● The level of control and customization customers are 
willing to relinquish if they trust our brand and Brand 
Ambassadors

● The ideal place within the experience to ask customers to 
choose a travel destination

● Whether the luggage tags add the most value when 
introduced as a key part of the “steps” of the experience, or 
when left for customers to encounter on their own

● Whether our pop-up can also serve the experienced 
outdoor traveler we received interest from during the 
launch, and how we would need to adjust our value 
proposition  and concept to serve both experienced and 
novice customers



Final Value Proposition 

For those who want to explore the outdoors and aren’t 
sure where to start, In-Country Outfitters is your single 
source for gear rentals and guidance. Unlike other 
gear outfitters, our rentals are waiting for you at your 
destination.



Call to Action

In-Country Outfitters’ concept uniquely addresses a need in the outdoor travel market, and it 
has peaked the interest of potential customers. With additional funding, we plan to launch 
two pilot stores that will entice customers planning activity-based trips between those 
destinations—Lima, Peru for backpacking and Los Angeles, California for surfing . 

We will use these two locations to conduct an additional round of testing on the strategy and 
operational logistics of equipment rental, real estate, and building a network of product 
vendors and affiliated In-Country guides. 

“With your help, we’ll make it easier to gear up and partake in the 
community of outdoor adventure. So let’s get out there!”



THANK YOU


